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Abstract

We present our implementation and evaluation of
TEEVE, a distributed 3D tele-immersive system. TEEVE is
among the first to support multi-stream/multi-site 3D tele-
immersive environments with COTS hardware and software
infrastructures. It promotes collaborative physical activi-
ties among geographically dispersed sites by immersing the
3D representations of remote participants into a joint 3D
virtual space. In this paper, we describe our implementation
of TEEVE and introduce the recent advances in TEEVE’s
different components. In particular, we present an imple-
mented protocol for ViewCast-based semantic-aware data
dissemination to support multi-site remote collaboration.
We evaluate the TEEVE system by deploying it on the Inter-
net. The experimental results demonstrate that it achieves
stable visual quality, soft real-time delay, and efficient re-
source usage.

1 Introduction

TEEVE (Tele-immersive Environments for Everybody)
is a distributed 3D tele-immersive (3DTI) system that has
been under development jointly at University of California
at Berkeley and University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
since 2004. The system is designed to capture 3D full-body
human motion in geographically distributed sites, aggregate
the video data across the Internet, and visualize them in
a joint “cyber-space” at each site. Through the shared vi-
sual context (i.e., the cyber-space), the participants can in-
teract or collaborate in real time (Figure 1). Jung et al. [9]
presented an overview of the system, with an emphasis on
the “vision” components (e.g., image processing, 3D recon-
struction). Yang et al. [18] detailed the design and imple-
mentation of the end-to-end data adaptation and transmis-
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Figure 1. Multi-site 3DTI collaboration

sion in the network between two sites.
In this work, we describe the implementation of TEEVE

and its most recent advances in different components.
Moreover, the system was initially designed for two-site
collaboration due to the huge demand of computing and net-
working resources. A slight increase in scale posed great
challenges to the system [16]. We present our data dissem-
ination protocol to support multi-stream/multi-site collabo-
ration. We also examine the TEEVE system as a pipeline
by deploying it on the Internet, and evaluate the system and
networking performance of its different components. The
experimental results demonstrate that it is scalable, stable,
interactive, and resource-efficient.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. We
describe the hardware and software components of TEEVE
in Section 2, and provide the performance evaluation results
in Section 3. We then discuss related work in Section 4, and
finally conclude in Section 5.

2 The TEEVE System

TEEVE is meant to support real-time collaborative phys-
ical activities among multiple geographically distributed
sites. In this section, we describe the details of the hard-
ware components (Section 2.1) and software components
(Section 2.2 - Section 2.4), respectively. When designing
the TEEVE system, we made the following decisions that
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distinguish us from previous work.
* Build upon Commercial Off-The-Shelf (COTS) com-

puting and networking infrastructures. There existed other
tele-immersive environments with very special purpose
real-time operating systems, leased networks, or other spe-
cial purpose and expensive hardware. But the cost is appar-
ently too high for the system to work for “everybody” [1].
Our goal is to build the system with cheap, off-the-shelf in-
frastructures, so that it can be easily and widely deployed.

* Capture full-body human motion in 3D representa-
tion. Conventional video-mediated collaborative environ-
ments are mostly designed for desktop uses (e.g., confer-
encing, lecturing, etc.), hence minimal number of cameras
are employed only to capture the upper bodies or the faces
[1, 2, 7, 11]. Our goal is to broaden the application of the
tele-immersive technology by supporting full-body captur-
ing of the participant. The complete 3D representations of
human body allow for a wide range of physical activities
such as dancing, sports, and medical rehabilitation.

2.1 Hardware Components

Each local TEEVE environment (i.e., site) has three
main tiers: capturing, data dissemination, and rendering,
all of which use COTS hardware.

Capturing. Multiple 3D camera clusters capture the lo-
cal participant in 3D representation from a wide field of
view. The clusters are mainly mounted on two different
levels of metal frames (Figure 2), with the top ones (about
6 feet from floor) capturing the upper body, and the lower
ones (about 3 feet from floor) capturing the lower body. We
also mount two camera clusters on the middle level (about
4.5 feet from floor) that increase overlap among cameras to
facilitate calibration.Each 3D camera cluster is hosted by a
computer (camera host PC) which handles image grabbing
and 3D reconstruction (Section 2.2).

A trigger server is used to synchronize all cameras to
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Figure 2. Hardware setup in TEEVE

grab images at the same instants of time. This is done by
periodically sending a hardware trigger signal from the par-
allel port on the server to a pair of general purpose I/O pins
on each camera. We use the Multi-Camera Self-Calibration
toolkit [14] for both intrinsic and extrinsic calibration of all
cameras.

Data Dissemination. We use a hierarchical topology for
scalability. At the local level (i.e., within each site), the end
hosts (i.e., camera host PCs, display host PCs) are managed
by a service gateway, which is responsible for both out-
bound and inbound traffic. For outbound traffic, the gate-
way collects local streams from the camera host PCs, and
disseminates them out to the network, i.e., other gateways.
For inbound traffic, it receives the video streams from re-
mote sites, and distributes both local and remote streams to
the local displays. At the global level, all gateways are man-
aged by a session controller which handles the membership
and overlay topology construction for all gateway nodes.

Rendering. Multiple displays are placed in different po-
sitions and angles to present the scene, such that the partici-
pant can observe it even when she moves or turns (Figure 2).
In our implementation, we employ two 61-in 2D plasma
displays, and two 42-in 3D autostereoscopic displays for
rendering the aggregated cyber-space for the users. Each
display is connected to a PC (i.e., renderer) which mainly
handles real-time rendering of the 3D video streams. It also
provides users an interface to change the rendering view-
point in the 3D cyber-space (Section 2.4). This is important
because the power of the 3D data representation lies in its
capability of allowing users to see the cyber-space from ar-
bitrary view angles.

2.2 Capturing and 3D Reconstruction

Jung et al. [9] summarized the basic image processing
and 3D reconstruction algorithms used in TEEVE. How-
ever, the achieved frame rate was less than 6 frames per
second (fps). We take full advantage of today’s multi-core
computer architecture by parallelizing different algorithmic
components.

Figure 3 (in comparison with Figure 7 in the original pa-
per [9]) illustrates the basic idea of our approach. We use
four threads for image capturing (one on each camera) and
n threads for computing where n is the number of proces-
sor cores in the system. The camera threads and computing
threads work in parallel, that is, once the current set of im-
ages becomes ready, the computing threads start to process
them, and in the meanwhile the camera threads continue to
capture the next set of images.

The camera threads grab images from the camera
buffers, and perform some pre-processing including rec-
tification, moments computation, background subtraction,
and edge extraction. After pre-processing, the images are
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Figure 3. Parallel reconstruction

copied to the computing threads. Instead of dividing the
images to only two halves as in the original algorithm, we
divide the images into n−1 pieces for computing. There are
three CPU-bound tasks among the computing threads: De-
launay Triangulation, Computing MNCC (Modified Nor-
malized Cross Correlation measures), and Computing Cor-
relation [9]. We parallelize Delaunay Triangulation with
Compute MNCC because there is no dependancy between
the two. Therefore, one thread is dedicated for triangula-
tion, and the other for MNCC1. After this stage, we use all
processor cores to compute correlation at each edge point
obtained from edge extraction. Then the 3D image frame,
i.e., the depth and color map acquired from the Comput-
ing Correlation and Color Lookup modules respectively, is
compressed and transmitted to the service gateway. In our
implementation, we use motion JPEG to compress the color
map, and zlib to compress the depth map.

2.3 Data Dissemination

The camera host PCs continuously stream the recon-
structed 3D video data to the local gateway for content de-
livery. The data dissemination component running on each
service gateway is then responsible for efficient and adap-
tive data distribution across the Internet.

Supporting multi-stream/multi-site 3D tele-immersion is
challenging due to the huge demand of networking and
computing resources. The scalability of the 3DTI systems is
not in the number of sites, but in the streaming density scale
among a small number of sites. This is a very different scal-
ability model from traditional peer-to-peer media streaming
applications. In 3DTI environments, a slight increase in the

1This is why we divide the images into n− 1 pieces, not n.

number of sites significantly increases the streaming den-
sity in the system, due to the large number of I/O devices
present in each site and the large amount of system/network
resources each data stream requires.

ViewCast [19] was proposed as a semantics-aware data
dissemination model to solve the problem. The basic idea is
to select data for transmission based on their semantical im-
portance, and construct a dissemination topology adaptive
to network and system dynamics (e.g., available bandwidth,
end-to-end latency, resource usage, etc.). More specifically,
the semantical importance of the streams is dynamically de-
termined with reference to the view selected by the user.
Only a subset of streams that is contributing to this view will
be transmitted. A substrate component manages the stream
selection, overlay construction, session management, and
data adaptation among sites, making it transparent to the
users. The substrate also keeps track of available band-
width, point-to-point latency in the network, and resource
usage of all service gateways. More importantly, it main-
tains an adaptive application-level overlay to deliver the se-
mantically important streams to the users based on their se-
lected “views”.

2.3.1 ViewCast Protocol

GatewayRenderer
(1) VC_REQ

Session 
Controller

(2) VC_REQ

(3) VC_REP

Gateway

(4) Stream_REQ

(5) Data
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+Data
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Figure 4. ViewCast protocol

Figure 4 illustrates the procedures from requesting a
view to retrieving the contributing streams. At any given
time, the streams transmitted always contribute the most
the selected view. Therefore, every view change made by
the user triggers a ViewCast request. Below we describe
the basic steps in the protocol:

1. Requesting Renderer (Rq) V C REQ
−−−−−−→ Local Gateway

(Gq). On detecting a view change made by the
user, the renderer sends a V C REQ (ViewCast Re-
quest) message to the local gateway. Figure ?? shows
the format of this request message. The message
payload consists of a list of ViewCast request items
(V C REQ Item), with each item representing a re-
quest for one 3D video stream. The renderer selects
these streams by computing the semantic importance
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of each stream with reference to the user-selected ren-
dering view. The message is filled up by the renderer,
and sent to the local gateway.

2. Local Gateway (Gq) V C REQ
−−−−−−→ Session Controller. On

receiving the V C REQ message from a requesting
renderer (Rq), the local gateway fills in the first two en-
tries in the message header: (a) gateway seq num -
a monotonically increasing sequence number the gate-
way uses to keep track of its requests, and (b)
gateway addr - the IP address of itself. It then for-
wards this request message to the session controller.

3. Session Controller V C REP−−−−−−→ Local Gateway (Gq).
On receiving the V C REQ message from the re-
questing gateway Gq , the session controller sends a
V C REP (ViewCast Reply) message back. The mes-
sage payload consists of a number of ViewCast reply
items (V C REP Item), with each item representing
a reply for one requested stream. The session con-
troller generates these reply items by examining the
current topology and network/system dynamics, and
selecting a parent node (Gi

p), if possible, to serve the
requesting gateway Gq with each requested stream in
V C REQ Itemi. The message is filled up by the
session controller, and sent to the requesting gateway
(Gq).

4. Local Gateway (Gq) Stream REQ
−−−−−−−−−−→ Remote Gateways

(G1
p, G

2
p, ..., G

m
p ). The requesting gateway examines

the V C REP message, and then sends a
Stream REQ message to the “parent” gateway (Gi

p)
specified in each V C REP Itemi (refer to Figure 4).
The Stream REQ message contains the stream name
and the IP address of its requesting gateway.

5. Remote Gateway (Gi
p) Data−−−→ Local Gateway

(Gq). The remote gateway (Gi
p) then resolves

Stream REQ by sending the requested stream to
Gq .

6. Local Gateway (Gq) Data−−−→ Requesting Renderer
(Rq). Receiving the stream from the relay gateway Gi

p,
the local gateway distributes this stream to the request-
ing renderer Rq , together with a ViewCast reply mes-
sage (V C REP ). To this point, the ViewCast request
is resolved.

2.3.2 Stream Selection by Renderer

The renderer selects a subset of most contributing streams
to the user-selected view by computing the semantic impor-
tance of each stream with reference to the given view.

The rendering view, ~Vr, is modeled as a vector in the
3D cyber-space. We define the view of a stream, ~Vs, to

be the normal vector of the imaging plane of the camera
that produces the stream s, which can be obtained by the
calibration parameters acquired via the initialization phase.
The importance of a stream, IVr

s with respect to a given
rendering view, ~Vr, is thereby the scalar product of the two
vectors [20]: IVr

s = ~Vr · ~Vs. The number of streams to se-
lect from each site is a tunable parameter. One can either
select the top k number of streams for a given view, or a
dynamic number of streams with importance larger than a
threshold THimp. In our implementation, we take the sec-
ond approach where THimp = 0 thus the selected streams
cover 180◦ of the scene.

2.3.3 Overlay Management by Session Controller

The session controller maintains three types of information:
(a) membership, (b) network and system dynamics, and (c)
topology. For membership, it acquires a list of gateway
nodes, and a list of participating camera streams via the
session initialization protocol. It also keeps track of the net-
work and system dynamics such as point-to-point latency
and end-to-end available bandwidth between pairs of gate-
way nodes. Such dynamic information is needed for the
overlay construction. Most importantly, the session con-
troller maintains the overlay topology, i.e., how the gateway
are connected on the application-level overlay for stream
dissemination [16, 19].

2.4 Rendering

Since all cameras are pre-calibrated, the renderer does
not compute the correlation among different video streams.
In other words, it renders the streams independently after
decompression. Note that all streams are progressively ren-
dered into a single 3D representation. Figure 5 shows two
screenshots of twelve streams in aggregation. The renderer
provides users an interface for manipulating the view either
with a Wii remote [15] or a mouse. The viewpoint selected

Figure 5. Aggregation of twelve 3D video
streams of a participant playing Tai-Chi
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via this interface triggers the ViewCast protocol (Section
2.3).

3 Performance

We evaluate TEEVE’s different components including
3D reconstruction and 3D rendering with cameras and dis-
plays respectively. We also investigate the performance of
the ViewCast protocol in a distributed setup of the system.

3.1 Experimental Setup

We perform experiments in four major sites, University
of California at Berkeley (UCB), University of Illinois at
Urbana-Champaign (UIUC) Siebel Center, University of
Central Florida (UCF), and National Center for Supercom-
puting Applications (NCSA). We have set up the 3DTI en-
vironments (including cameras, triggers, displays) in UCB,
UIUC, and NCSA, and only included UCF for testing pur-
poses (i.e., installed gateway and renderer but no cameras)2.
UCB, UIUC, and UCF are connected by Internet, while
UIUC and NCSA are on the campus network. The session
controller is placed at UIUC for administrative convenience.

Since the complexity of 3D data affects a number of met-
rics such as latency and visual quality, we use four sets
of twelve pre-recorded 3D video streams (i.e., emulating
twelve camera clusters) for all experiment (except the one
evaluting 3D reconstruction which has to use real cameras).
Each set captures a person practicing Tai-Chi (e.g., Fig-
ure 5). Real users are invited to watch the Tai-Chi lecture.
During the session, the user can rotate his/her view. The
view change trace of each user is recorded so that we can
perform more experiments by feeding in user input auto-
matically.

The camera host PCs have 2.80 GHz CPU, 2GB RAM,
running Windows XP. The cameras capture imagery at the
resolution of 320x240, and at the frequency of 15 fps (lim-
ited by the bandwidth of the FireWire interface on the PC).
The display host PCs have 3GHz CPU, 1GB Ram, running
Windows XP. The service gateways have the same configu-
ration as display host PCs. Within a TEEVE environment,
the PCs share an 1Gbps Ethernet switch. All of our code
is written in C and C++. The renderer code heavily uses
the OpenGL library. It also relies on an nVidia GeForce
6800XT GPU for graphics processing.

3.2 Latency

Latency is a critical measure in real-time streaming ap-
plications. Timely delivery has to be guaranteed for the in-

2We are unfortunately not able to use PlanetLab [13] for experiments
because our data rate would exceed the permitted quota. However, we
emphasize that the scale of the system is not in the number of sites, but in
the streaming density among a small number of sites.

teractivity among remote participants. We break down the
latency from the end-to-end path (i.e., from a camera host
PC in one site to a display host PC in another site), with
the results shown in Section 3.2.1. We also more carefully
examine the three main components that introduce latency:
reconstruction (Section 3.2.2), transmission (Section 3.2.3),
and rendering (Section 3.2.4).

3.2.1 Overview

Figure 7 gives a rough overview of the latency breakdown
from one end to the other. The values are computed as the
average over about three thousand frames. More specifi-
cally, it measures the time from the moment where twelve
cameras are triggered to capture frames at the same instant
of time (which constitute a macro-frame) to the moment
where the macro-frame is rendered to the remote users in
real time.

93 ms 105 ms 37 ms

For 12 streams

reconstruction transmission rendering

Figure 7. Latency on display host PC

3.2.2 Reconstruction Latency

Figure 6(a) shows the latency incurred at each camera host
PC for a single frame, which is mainly due to image pro-
cessing and 3D reconstruction. For this experiment, six
camera clusters are calibrated and used. Since the recon-
struction latency largely depends on the complexity of the
scene, we use a “benchmark” object, a 35′′ × 24′′ checker-
board with 9× 7 number of 2.5′′ squares, as the foreground
object for all experiments. The averages and standard devi-
ations shown in Figure 6(a) are taken over about three thou-
sand frames.

We note that with only one camera cluster running, the
latency on the host PC is about 76 ms, and with two or more
clusters, the latency grows to about 93 ms. The difference
(about 17 ms) is due to the synchronization overhead, where
the trigger waits for ACKs from all hosts before firing the
next trigger signal. We observe that this additional synchro-
nization overhead does not scale with the number of camera
clusters. Besides, the variance remains very small (about 1
ms) as the number of cameras increases.

Our experiments also show that the parallelization of the
image capturing and 3D reconstruction code (Section 2.2)
speed up the computation significantly. Figure 6(b) shows
the average reconstruction time for a frame with one par-
ticipant in the scene. The reconstruction time is reduced to
about a half with the parallel optimization.
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Figure 6. Experimental Results

3.2.3 Transmission Latency

We measure the one-way delay from UIUC to UC Berkeley
(farthest). Without synchronized clocks, we use estimation
by making the UC Berkeley gateway sending back an ACK
message on the receipt of a data frame. Assuming that the
two-way latencies are approximately the same, we can ac-
quire the estimation of one-way latency by halving the time
difference.

More formally, a macro-frame is defined as the union of
N frames taken at the same instant of time by N cameras at
a site [20]. The one-way delays for macro-frames are shown
in Figure 6(c). The average value is about 105.1 ms, which
guarantees interactivity.

3.2.4 Rendering Latency

Figure 6(d) shows the latency incurred at each display host
PC for a single frame, which is mainly due to 3D data vi-
sualization (Section 2.4). Twelve pre-recorded streams are
used for the experiment. We fix the rendering viewpoint
for all testing runs to guarantee consistency. The averages
and standard deviations shown in Figure 6(d) are taken over
about three thousand frames.

We observe that the rendering time grows almost linearly
with the number of 3D video streams. This is expected be-
cause we render the data as point clouds, and the number
of pixels is proportional to the number of streams. Further-

more, we note that the standard deviation of rendering time
also grows with the number of streams, which indicates
the accumulative nature of the variances in the rendering
latency. These results confirmed the challenges of multi-
stream/multi-site 3DTI environments. As the system grows,
the renderers have to be able to handle all those streams in
real time.

3.3 ViewCast Evaluation

3.3.1 Response Time

We measure the response time of the ViewCast request, and
profile a representative snapshot of 5-minute session time in
Figure 6(e). The response time is defined as T2−T1, where
T1 is the time when the renderer triggers a view request
to the local gateway, and T2 is the time when the renderer
receives all the streams from the other sites. We find that
among the four sites, UC Berkeley experiences the maximal
latency which is about 600 ms (round trip). This is because
the session controller is placed at UIUC for administrative
convenience. The average response time taken over all sites
including UC Berkeley is about 250 ms. The users report
that they do not experience noticeable delay when chang-
ing the view. This reflects the advantage of the 3D data
representation - the streams are progressively retrieved and
rendered, hence the visual quality is gradually improved as
the contributing streams arrive.
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3.3.2 Load Balancing

Since every gateway node is heavily loaded with data dis-
semination, load balancing is important to utilize the re-
sources efficiently. The topology constructed among mul-
tiple sites is an application-level overlay, where each gate-
way node is a source, a receiver, as well as a forwarder
of multiple streams. Figure 6(f) shows how the forward-
ing workloads are distributed among different sites. UIUC
and NCSA achieve an average forwarding load of about 110
Mbps, and UCF and UCB have almost 90 Mbps. The dis-
crepancy of loads between two sites is approximately be-
tween 1% and 20%.

3.3.3 Impact of View Change

Most importantly, we concern the quality degradation in-
curred by the view change. The quality is measured using
the metrics of peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR), which is
calculated by comparing with the base case rendering of full
content streaming as follows,

PSNR = 20log10

(√∑h
i=1

∑w
j=1[Ia(i, j)− Io(i, j)]

2

h× w

)
(1)

where Ia and Io denote the rendered 2D image using View-
Cast and full content streaming respectively. The w and h
denote the width and height of the rendered image.

We aggregate all the view changes made by the users
at four sites for the Tai-Chi video, and measure how the
visual quality varies with the changes. Figure 8 shows the
results for four rendering sites with the view changes made
by all users (represented by vertical lines). We note that
the visual quality remains relatively stable between 30 and
40 dB for all sites. It is also interesting to note that when
multiple users change views at the same time (where the
vertical lines become thick in Figure 8), the visual quality
would typically have a dip. However, the variance is usually
within the bound of 5 dB.

4 Related Work

Existing tele-immersive systems can be roughly divided
into two categories: (a) single-stream per site, and (b) multi-
stream per site.

Virtual Auditorium [2], Digital Amphitheater [6],
VIRTUE [11] and Coliseum [1] are systems that belong
to the first catogery. They either capture video directly in
2D or convert 3D video streams to a synthesized 2D-view
stream for transmission. There, it is natural to use the “all-
to-all” dissemination scheme, that is, sending the stream
from each site to all other sites, so that a comprehensive
representation of the immersive scene can be constructed.

The UNC tele-immersive system [12] and TEEVE fall
into the second category where multiple 3D video streams
are produced and transmitted for a much richer context in
the reconstructed 3D cyber-space. For multi-stream/multi-
site systems, it would be impossible to send all streams
from each site to all other sites, as the scale of the systems
grows. Ott et al. proposed the Coordination Protocol as the
transport-level solution for the multi-streaming problem be-
tween two tele-immersive sites. However, it does not con-
sider the challenges for multi-site connection. Additionally,
it may not be easy to deploy because it needs to modify the
kernels of all end hosts, and even the first-hop router in each
site.

5 Conclusion

In summary, we presented the design and implementa-
tion of TEEVE, a distributed 3D tele-immersive system.
In particular, we presented a protocol that is implemented
based on the ViewCast model for semantic-aware data dis-
semination among multiple sites. We evaluated the TEEVE
system as a pipeline on various metrics such as latency, vi-
sual quality, view change resilience, and response time. Our
results demonstrated that TEEVE enabled multi-site collab-
oration with stable visual quality, soft real-time latency, and
efficient resource usage.
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